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U A motivation: 





















































Gravity is weak, governed by Planck scale (MPl=1019 GeV)
How to unify forces & solve the hierarchy problem (MPl >>MEW)?
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• In 1920’s Kaluza&Klein attempted to 
unify EM with gravity in 5D
0
• In late 1990’s, models built to solve 
the hierarchy problem 








     
gravity is stronger and its scale can 
be as low as ~ TeV











    , , 
warped (RS); various particles 
escaping into “bulk” while SM is 
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Obtain size of the ED 













   














• Analyses being optimised for observation of TeV-scale 
gravity effects in ATLAS0     
• Here, 3 signatures in 3 different models with increasing 








    
– Exclusive resonance searches: 










@ higher order modes (KK) with model 
dependent mass separation












i    
CERN-OPEN-2008-020
• TeV-1 ED KK gluon in heavy diquark channel 









e - - - -
– Inclusive searches:
















• Well-separated narrow resonances predicted by highly-warped RS ED 
PRL83/3370/990
• Graviton coupling constant: c= k/MPl, k: curvature scale










































full circles - "observed"





































pT > 65 GeV, no charge 
requirement







































pT efficiency: 66-54%, for 0.5-
1.4 TeV G*




































Drell-Yan (no interference 
accounted for).











































• Uses extended maximum likelihood fitting for discovery potential 
i d i t ith ll d t t h th0 us ng pseu o-exper men s w  nu  an  es  ypo eses
























































































































A 900 GeV G* can be discovered with ~ 1.0 fb-1, for k/MPl = 0.01
6
• Spin-2 nature of G* resonance is also a powerful discriminant using 
polar angular distribution of dielectron system hep-ph/0006114
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Most stringent limits to date from Tevatron on RS (k/MPl > 0.1):
0
• CDF :mG > 889 GeV (γγ +ee, 1 fb-1), 850 GeV (ee, 2.5 fb-1) CDF9160/08





















































• KK g* predicted by TEV-1 EDs allowing bulk Gauge bosons 
PRD65/076007/08
0
• Purely quark couplings, cKK = √2 cSM
• Resonance signatures via heavy diquarks QQ (bb,tt)








       
– canonical dijet signatures by Balazs et al@Les Houches 2003










@ • Min pT cuts on both Q using fast 
simulation
• ε(bb)  ~30% (flat), ε(tt)  ~12% (up to 












i 2 TeV g*)
• High pT b-tag: 0.1 for 1 TeV g*
• Main backgrounds: irreducible SM JJ. 









e e uc e +  an  e  or .
• Semileptonic tt selection (a leptonic 
and a hadronic top)
Si l i d ti
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• Channels are complementary for discovery
– tt: discovery in 3 years of high luminosity (1034 cm-2s-1) running
0
– bb: reach is lower due to larger uncertainties in the background 
























































Formation• A beautiful theory that combines 














• BH can be produced when √s> MPl













2GMR BHs =N Brett
O(100)pb












i c. • BH production rate at nominal LHC is 
O(0.1 Hz) RS










Collide 2 partons (bring their 
mass together) with impact 
parameter < Schwarzschild 
• Lifetime ~ 10-27 – 10-25 seconds!
• Decays to all particles via Hawking 
R di ti ( BH h t!)
10
radius Rs and form a BH!a a on μ-  are o
• LHC Æ Black Hole Factory!
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• Production with dedicated event generators
– difficult modelling theory uncertainties dominate0  ,   
• CHARYBDIS event generator used (for GR BH) JHEP08/033/03

























































High Multiplicity (>10 energetic particles in event) large total0 –       ,   
energy in event.
• Backgrounds: tt+j, QCD and W+j tails in BH region








 ,      
uncertainty (for a given mass, TH ⇑, nED  ⇑, npart  ⇓, Epart ⇑)













• Σ|pT| >2.5 TeV 
• 1 lepton (e/μ) pT > 50 GeV












i BH   
– 0.46 - 0.17, for n=2-7
– Method 2:










     
• 1 lepton pT > 200 GeV

























































For S>10 and S/√B > 5, n=2:
13
MBH > 5 TeV with 1+ pb-1
MBH > 8 TeV needs 1 fb-1
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• ATLAS has a very rich discovery potential for predicted TeV-
Scale gravitational effects Work ongoing on many fronts0   .     .
• BH specific news
– String balls, highly excited string states in ADD hep-ph/08082512









– BH near Planck scale: low-mult, dijet-like BH events viable at 
LHC (MR, JHEP05/003/08)  (in BlackMax PRD77/076007/08)











-  , ,   
• ED in heavy and boosted objects













i heavily-boosted t  b quarks at the LH
– RS KK gluons JHEP0709/074/07










• Cross section calculations and simulation production of 10 






































































































































































If we can study particles and interactions at the beginning of the universe, 
we may solve “the equation” to the laws governing the universe!
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21 “I have never won the national lottery, so go for it!” – anony, on BH threat!
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• Inner Tracking (|η|<2.5, 2T solenoid) :
• Silicon pixels and strips










• Calorimetry (|η|<5) :
• EM : Pb-LAr, Accordion shape
• HAD: Fe/scintillator (central), Cu/W-LAr (fwd)
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• Muon Spectrometer (|η|<2.7, 4T toroid) :


































































• LED via Single Photon plus 
Mi i E Fi l St t
• CDF Limits on tt resonances 
PRD77/051102/080 ss ng nergy na  a es
• Current Best: D0: At 95% C.L., 








scale MD from 970 GeV to 816 
GeV, for 2-8 ED
     



































U Limits from Others 











  . 
• Table top: Sub-mm gravity measurements could probe only n=2  within ADD -
U of Washington torsion balance “Cavendish” experiment hep-ph/03072840        
– R < 0.16 mm (MD > 1.7 TeV) 
• Supernova cooling due to graviton emission – measurement of the SN1987A 








      ,     , 
PRL83/268, 1999; HPRS, NPB595/335, 2001):
– MD > 25-30 TeV (n=2), > 2-4 TeV (n=3)











            
GKK → γγ decays (H&S, PRD60/085008, 1999):
– MD > 100 TeV (n=2), > 5 TeV (n=3)













           
PLB508/335, 2001; F&G, JHEP0202/024, 2002):
– MD > 86 TeV (n=2), > 7.4 TeV (n=3)










          
supernova collapse (H&R, PRL88/071301, 2002):
– MD > 1700 TeV (n=2), > 60 TeV (n=3)
• Astrophysical and cosmological limits are the most stringent. However, many
26
          
uncertainties, bounds are reliable only as an order of magnitude estimate
• n=2 is largely disfavored
MK












Cl i i f
1. Horizon formation









































e . v  
Hawking radiation
Superradiance4. Planck phase ?????















• Different characteristics than SUSY or SM in Missing ET 
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Randall Sundrum (Type I)
• Brane metric scales as function of 
0
bulk position
• Coupling constant: 
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• Well separated  narrow-width 
graviton mass spectrum with masses











@ dydxdxeds uv −=





































































• MassÎ little info about models (unless  series of KK bumps)
• Cross sectionÎ info about couplings









e • es  coup ngs  un versa y  as we - e ne  ra o e ween γγ  
and Z’ has no γγ coupling )
• Angular distribution/asymmetriesÎ spin and couplings (even then 
various Z’ are not easy to tell)
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